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Infosys Consulting is the worldwide management and IT consultancy unit of the Infosys

Group (NYSE: INFY), global advisor to leading companies for strategy, process engineering

and technology-enabled transformation programs.   We partner with clients to design and

implement customized solutions to address their complex business challenges, and to help

them in a post-modern ERP world. By combining innovative and human centric approaches with

the latest technological advances, we enable organizations to reimagine their future and

create sustainable and lasting business value.   A pioneer in breaking down the barriers

between strategy and execution, Infosys Consulting delivers superior business value to its

clients by advising them on strategy and process optimisation as well as IT-enabled

transformation. To find out how we go beyond the expected to deliver the exceptional, visit us

at www.infosysconsultinginsights.com Infosys Consulting - a real consultancy for real

consultants. Requirements 1. Role: Business Analyst Location: NZ / Auckland Roles: 2 Daily

Rate: AUD 760 INC of All charges. Experience as Sr BA/Lead BA; Mapping, understanding and re-

imagining business process using BPMN standards and latest tools; Agile WoW ,

Understanding customer experiences; Engaging productively and creatively with business

customers; Effective stakeholder collaboration through workshops and elicitation sessions;

Ability to translate the very technical and complex into simple language that explains the

value proposition a diverse range of internal and external stakeholders; Understand Tower

technology landscape and work in details around the inter-relation and impacts with journey

and technical squads; Strong communication skills expected. 2. Role: Data Analyst Location:

NZ/ Auckland Roles: 1 Daily Rate: AUD 760 INC Of All charges Skills: SQL, Python or R,
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PowerBI or similar, Snowflake etc. Key Role Skill & Capability Requirements: Experience as

an Azure Data Bricks. Demonstrated experience of turning business use cases and

requirements into technical solutions. Knowledge of Azure Data Factory, Azure Data Lake,

Synapse, and Azure SQL is required. Experience in Data Warehousing Modelling- optional

Experience in business processing mapping of data and analytics solutions. Good

understanding OR ability to conduct data profiling, cataloging and mapping for technical

design and construction of technical data flows. The ability to apply such methods to solve

business problems using one or more Azure Data and Analytics services in combination

with building data pipelines, data streams, and system integration. Knowledge/experience in

Azure IoT, Databricks / Spark, Azure Cosmos DB, Azure Stream Analytics is Mandatory

Knowledge of Python is a plus. Experience preparing data for Data Science / Machine Learning

/ BI solutions Strong team collaboration and experience working with remote teams. 3. Role:

Business Analyst Location: NZ/ Auckland Roles: 2 Daily Rate : AUD 600 to 760 INC of all

Charges In addition to attributes outlined for SSJ Sr BA) Experienced in examining, reviewing

and identifying opportunities in Tower's business processes, Can take on smaller sub-projects

and provide Process Specialist expertise; Engage well with people, have a growth mindset

and be comfortable using their initiative to make progress. Attributes outlined for Sr BA for SSJ)

In addition, understand and be very comfortable working with technology. Communicate easily

with technical peers like engineers, QA, architects and PO and Delivery managers.

Translate tech into bus speak for non-tech stakeholders Benefits We welcome applications

from all members of society irrespective of age, sex, disability, sexual orientation, race, religion, or

belief. We make recruiting decisions based on your experience, skills and personality. We

believe that employing a diverse workforce is the right thing to do and is central to our

success. We offer you great opportunities within a dynamically growing consultancy. You

will elaborate and deliver best practice solutions and will be able to further develop your

solution design, implementation and project 2 management skills.
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